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Human-centered Evaluation of Shared Teleoperation System for Maintenance and Repair Tasks in Nuclear Power Plants
Chanyoung Ju  and Hyoung Il Son* 
Abstract: Haptic shared control is used for various remote operations in unstructured environments, but few studies have focused on human-centered experiments. Because the control effort, comfort, and fatigue experienced
by human operators are significant factors in evaluating the performance of shared teleoperation systems, humancentered methods should be considered in experimental design. This study evaluates and analyzes the performance
of a shared teleoperation system developed by the authors in a previous study for performing maintenance and repair
tasks in nuclear power plants using human-centered experimental methods. This system applied three elementary
technologies, namely egocentric teleoperation, virtual fixture, and vibration suppression control. To evaluate the
developed system, we designed six experimental cases that combined elementary technologies. Twelve participants
performed four repeated experiments in each case. Moreover, the teleoperation task was a maintenance and repair
task in an environment imitating a nuclear power plant. Seven performance metrics were defined from the perspectives of the slave, master, and human operators. The evaluation indicators were defined as the completion time,
trajectory length, and interaction force in terms of the slave; pressed button, moved distance, and steering angle in
terms of the master; and NASA task load index and overall workload in terms of the human operator. As indicated
by the experimental results, the developed system performed better than the conventional teleoperation system. In
this study, we focus on human-centered experimental methods and evaluation for a developed teleoperation system
that requires significant control efforts from the human operator.
Keywords: Haptic interfaces, human-centered design, human-centered evaluation, shared control, teleoperation.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Teleoperation systems have been introduced to overcome the limitations of automation and autonomous
robots in dangerous and informal environments. For example, teleoperation has been used in various fields such
as surgery, cluster control, robot driving, construction, and
service robots to improve work performance [1,2]. Such
applications are generally realized in uncertain, complex,
and dynamic environments; hence, it is necessary to be
able to cope with sudden and unpredictable situations.
This limits the utilization of autonomous robotic systems in such applications, despite the remarkable progress
achieved in the artificial intelligence (AI) field. Despite
their importance and long history, most studies on teleoperation systems have focused on bilateral teleoperation to
obtain kinematically similar master-slave robotic systems

[3,4] and multi-robot systems [5,6]. The practical application of the teleoperation framework to the industrial domain continues to remain an open research area, and the
framework should reflect the inherent properties of the industrial environment and its equivalent robotic systems.
In a previous study [7], a novel dual-arm telerobotic
system was developed for surveillance/emergency tasks in
a nuclear power plant. The developed robotic system was
operated by attaching a mechanism driving tool to a mobile platform with a telescopic mast for height operation
in a nuclear power plant. The system can perform operations at different heights by adjusting the length of the
telescopic mast. However, because the tool is directly attached to the mast, the system suffers from limited manipulability and scalability. To address these limitations, we
extended the teleoperation system by utilizing a dual-arm
manipulator system, which affords system scalability [8].
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Fig. 1. Concept of shared teleoperation system for maintenance and repair tasks in nuclear power plants.

This system can perform maintenance and repair tasks by
adjusting the height of the telescopic mast. The proposed
robotic system can be applied to fuel-releasing emergency
tasks and also for other surveillance tasks (i.e., pipe cutting and welding) by changing the operation tool [9].
Despite its usability and scalability, the teleoperation of
the proposed robotic system faces two hurdles owing to its
properties. First, because the proposed robotic system has
a high-degree-of-freedom (DoF) with a complex structure,
a human operator, owing to cognitive limitations, cannot
intuitively manipulate each DoF [10,11]. Second, the stability of this robotic system cannot be guaranteed owing to
mast flexibility and underactuation [12,13]. These properties make it challenging to realize a standard bilateral teleoperation framework. Therefore, in a previous study, we
developed a shared teleoperation system [14] to achieve
the desired task performance and system stability by applying the egocentric teleoperation framework [15–17],
virtual fixture with guidance [18,19], and vibration suppression control [20], as shown in Fig. 1. The proposed
shared teleoperation framework enables the following objectives: 1) task time reduction and 2) reduced human
mental workload with a certain degree of autonomy. To
apply the developed system to industrial environments, it
is crucial to analyze its performance in-depth by designing a human-centered experiment rather than proving its
effectiveness through the common experiments. However,
researchers rarely focused on the comfort and fatigue of
human operators.
In the design of teleoperation systems, typical issues
are considered, such as stability when there are time
delays and transparency when there are external disturbances, nonlinearities, and various uncertainties [21–23].
For example, a radial basis function, neural-networkbased, adaptive sliding mode control scheme has been
presented for nonlinearities [24,25]. To ensure stability,
asymptotic convergence [26,27], finite-time approaches
[28,29], and artificial intelligence methods [30,31] have
been studied, and adaptive [32,33] and robust [34,35] laws
have been used to design controllers. To address the previ-
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ously mentioned control issues in multilateral telerobotic
systems, passivity-observer [36,37] and passivity-control
[38,39] approaches have been adopted in the design of the
developed control scheme. The study described in this paper focuses on the human-centered evaluation of a shared
teleoperation system in nuclear power plants.
To the best of our knowledge, there are only a few
examples in the field of human-robot interaction (HRI).
In one study, body positioning was optimized to achieve
a task while avoiding uncomfortable or unsafe postures
by using postural assessment techniques and a personalized human kinematic model [10]. In [12], a planning algorithm was designed to improve cooperative robot behavior concerning human comfort during forceful humanrobot physical interactions. To optimize ergonomic assessment procedures, contextual ergonomics models, which
are Gaussian process latent variable models, have been
proposed for HRI tasks [11]. In [40], an innovative hapticenabled shared control approach was developed to minimize the user’s workload during a teleoperated manipulation task using an inverse kinematic model of the human arm and a rapid upper limb assessment metric. However, the experiments designed in previous studies focused
on human muscles, and haptic, device-based, humancentered evaluation methods and experiments have not
been extensively addressed.
Therefore, in this study, we evaluated and analyzed
the performance of a shared teleoperation system using
human-centered experimental methods. We focused on the
purpose of the proposed framework, which was to evaluate its performance and ensure human operator comfort.
Teleoperation systems, such as the system developed here
or surgical robots, have a high-DoF and require considerable human-operator control effort, which leads to fatigue [41,42]. Nevertheless, most studies have neglected
the control effort required by human operators in robotic
teleoperation. Human-centered evaluation and analysis of
remotely controlling a high-DoF robot in an unstructured
environment is a significant challenge, because it requires
considerable time and control effort (e.g., a robotic prostatectomy generally requires 2-4 h) [40]. In particular, evaluation of disaster robots operating in an unstructured environment should consider the ease of control, even if a
shared remote control is employed. This paper systematically describes and focuses on the procedures for designing the experiments, evaluating the system performance,
and analyzing the results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the experimental methods for the
human-centered evaluation of a shared teleoperation system. An in-depth analysis and discussion of the experimental results are presented in Sections 3 and 4. Finally,
the conclusions of this study are presented in Section 5.
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2.
2.1.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Shared teleoperation system

This section describes a shared teleoperation system.
First, we explain the proposed remote robot system architecture for a nuclear power plant, which is shown in Fig.
2. The system consists of a dual-arm robot, 2-DoF actuated stage, telescopic mast on the mobile platform, and remote station. On the slave side, a 7-DoF LBR-iiwa KUKA
robot was used for the dual-arm manipulator. Moreover,
additional hardware such as a ZED mini camera, Intel RealSense D435, and mechanical tools were mounted on the
manipulator for visual feedback and for performing the
maintenance and repair tasks. The developed system has
one ZED mini camera for global view and two Intel Realsense cameras for hand-eye view. The telescopic mast
on the mobile base platform could adjust the manipulator
base height up to 9 m using cable-driven mechanisms to
perform the height-operation. Inertial measurement units
(IMUs) were mounted on the telescopic mast for state estimation and vibration suppression control. The Vins-mono
algorithm was applied to the teleoperation system for state
estimation [43]. A total of five IMUs capable of 2.4 GHz
wireless communication were attached to the telescopic

Fig. 2. System architecture of developed robot system.

Fig. 3. Configuration of teleoperation environments.

mast. The 2-DoF actuated stage was added to the system
to stabilize the underactuated flexible mast motion. On the
master side, monitors, PCs, and two haptic devices were
installed for a graphical user interface (GUI), a high-level
controller, and a haptic interface, respectively. A human
operator used two Force Dimension Omega.7 haptic devices for teleoperation. Utilizing the pair of Omega.7 devices enabled bimanual manipulation teleoperation with
the 7-DoF input (6-DoF motion on SE(3) and 1-DoF gripper input) and 3-DoF force feedback, as shown in Fig.
3. The human operator performed the designed scenario
by controlling the remote robotic system from the working area using a human interface. For the GUI in the human interface, we utilized real-time images recorded using a hand-eye camera mounted on each manipulator and
a global camera connected to the actuated stage. The GUI
layout is introduced in detail in Section 3.
2.2. Elementary technology
In this study, we developed a shared teleoperation system using three elementary technologies:
• (T1) Egocentric teleoperation
• (T2) Virtual fixture
• (T3) Vibration suppression control
For maintenance and repair, elementary technologies
have been developed to help human operators perform
shaft- and clutch-based peg-in-hole tasks more quickly
and accurately. Next, we briefly review the shared teleoperation framework and refer the reader to [14,17,19,20]
for further details. The first two algorithms were run at a
high level to assist the human operator in the human command space to achieve high performance in the form of
haptic feedback, whereas the last algorithm was executed
at a low level to autonomously stabilize the internal motion of the robotic system. First, egocentric teleoperation
identified the task progress based on visual observation
and restricted the equivalent DoF in the command space
through haptic feedback rendering. Second, the virtual
guidance algorithm extracted the task goal based on observations and generated a guiding force via haptic feedback to the operator. For example, an attractive force is
applied to the master device to match the pose of the working tool and the target tool [44]. Both algorithms processed the egocentric view images for feedback generation. Finally, the vibration suppression control algorithm
suppressed the vibration of the system caused by the external disturbance/manipulator motion, while maintaining
the precision of the objective task. To ensure stability, we
applied a passivity-based bilateral teleoperation algorithm
considering a constant time delay [38,39].
2.3. Participants
Twelve participants (age range: 20-40 years) were chosen for the experiments. All the participants received de-
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Fig. 4. Experimental design for evaluation of shared teleoperation system: experimental procedure.
tailed training on the operations, and pre-practice was conducted prior to the experiments. All the experiments were
performed at the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Daejeon, Korea. Six subjects were familiar with haptic
devices and teleoperation, whereas the others were not.
Additionally, all the participants had normal or correctedto-normal eyesight and had no physical disabilities. The
participants were instructed to operate two haptic devices
with both hands while looking at the graphical user interface (GUI) in the same configuration. The experimental
tests were conducted in accordance with the requirements
of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Task and procedure
In the experiments, shared teleoperation for maintaining and repairing nuclear power plants was set as the target task, and the overall task was classified into the clutch
and shaft. For the task operation, two different tool options were attached to each KUKA end-effector. Specifically, these were the ram clutch and driver shaft operation options for the right and left KUKA arms, respectively. In the experimental procedure, as shown in Fig.
4, the starting position was set in the same configuration, and a single scenario was repeated for the evaluation. Among the tasks being performed, the approach operation proceeded only through transition, followed by the
alignment/insertion process, which proceeded through the
transition and rotation of the manipulator (Fig. 5). Finally,
the rotation operation was performed to tighten the shaft
and clutch axes when the tool was inserted to the desired
depth. After checking the positioning conditions, the experiment was terminated by removing the two manipulators from the clutch and shaft. Subsequently, the data
logging and initialization steps were performed. At this
point, the operator filled out a questionnaire regarding the
performance metrics. During the experiments, the participants performed the teleoperation task by looking at the
GUI on the monitor alone. As mentioned earlier, the subjects included both skilled and unskilled operators, and the
experimental cases were randomly selected.
2.4.

2.5.

Experimental cases and design

The objectives of these experiments were to evaluate
the effectiveness of each technical component and verify
the performance of the integrated system. Therefore, we

Fig. 5. Experimental tasks: clutch and shaft.

defined a total of six experimental cases according to the
application of each technical factor:
(HT) Haptic Teleoperation = direct teleportation
(ET) Egocentric Teleoperation = (HT) + (T1)
(VF) Virtual Fixture = (HT) + (T2)
(VS) Vibration Suppression = (HT) + (T3)
(EV) Egocentric Teleoperation with Virtual Fixture
= (HT) + (T1) + (T2)
6) (ST) Shared Teleoperation
= (HT) + (T1) + (T2) + (T3)

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Here, T1, T2, and T3 are the elementary technologies defined in Subsection 2.2. We aimed to evaluate the
performance of each element through ET, VF, and VS
cases, and to identify the synergistic effect of each element
through EV and ST. Four repetitive experiments were performed for the above-defined experimental cases. Therefore, the subjects performed 24 trials throughout the experimental procedure and had sufficient rest time for an
average of 30 min between the sets of experiments.
2.6. Performance measures
The goal of the developed system is to shorten the working time and reduce operator fatigue. For the evaluation,
we classified the performance measures into the following
three aspects: The slave, the master, and the human operator. In other words, we measured the extent to which
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Fig. 6. Questionnaire of the NASA task load index.
the clutch and shaft performance improved in terms of the
task performance and the reduction in operator fatigue in
terms of the control effort when the technical factors were
applied. As described in Table 1, six performance metrics
were measured and analyzed from the perspective of the
slave and master. The metrics of slave perspective indicate
how swiftly, efficiently, and safely a subject can perform
the teleoperation work. Here, Tf is the finishing time of
the teleoperation task, xs denotes the slave robot position,
η denotes the contact event, Fx denotes the slave robot
force, δ denotes the press event, xm denotes the master
robot position, and rm indicates the master robot orientation. In the master perspective, performance metrics are
designed to identify how much and how often subjects operate the haptic devices.
Finally, the NASA task load index (NASA-TLX),
which is commonly used in assessing control efforts, was
selected as the performance evaluation index for the human operator, as shown in Fig. 6. NASA-TLX (Ii ) consists
of mental demand (Imd ), physical demand (Ipd ), temporal

Table 1. Definitions of performance metrics.
Perspective

Slave

Master

Human
operator

Performance
metrics
Completion
time
Trajectory
length
Interaction
force
Pressed
button
Moved
distance
Steering
angle
Overall
workload

Mark

Definition
R Tf

PCT

0

PT L

R Tf

PIF

R Tf

0

0

|∆xs (t)| dt
η |Fx (t)| dt

R Tf

PPB

dt

0

δ (t)dt

PMD

R Tf

PSA

R Tf

POW

∑ni=1 (wi × Ii )/n

0

0

|∆xm (t)| dt
|∆rm (t)| dt

demand (Itd ), performance (Ip ), effort (Ie ), and frustration
(I f ), and we measured the overall workload (POW ) con-
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sidering each weighting factor (wi , i = 1, . . . , 6). The process of acquiring the overall workload using NASA-TLX
is as follows. First, the raw score of NASA-TLX was measured by the subject. Second, the importance of each element is calculated using the pair-choice task to acquire the
weighting factor. The weighting factor was determined by
dividing the number of important cases into the total number of comparison cases (i.e., 15). Third, the weighted
scores were obtained by multiplying the raw score and
the weighting factor. Finally, the overall workload was obtained by computing the average of the weighted scores of
each element. These performance metrics were carefully
designed to meet the goals of the developed system based
on the authors’ previous studies [1,4].
For data analysis, 1) the time; 2) the pose, velocity,
force, and configuration of the haptic device; 3) the pose,
velocity, joint angles, and force/torque of the manipulator; 4) the force of the virtual guidance (i.e., attractive and
repulsive forces); and 5) the process flow states were measured at 100 Hz.
3.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

3.1. Experimental setup
Fig. 7 shows the overall software architecture and communication structure of the teleoperation system. Each
system was integrated using TCP/IP, UDP/IP, and CAN
communication. The shared teleoperation module of the
master device is the central server, whereas the rest are
clients for slave robots and visualization. Camera sensors
were connected to the virtual fixture module and egocentric teleoperation module to generate two egocentric view
images and an exocentric stereo image for the GUI. Moreover, the virtual fixture module generated virtual guidance from visual information based on the features extracted from these images. This guidance was sent to the
shared teleoperation module, which processed the human
interface. The haptic device control module transferred
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the haptic feedback to the haptic devices and obtained
incremental values from the kinematic command. These
value-based control commands were sent to the manipulator control module to update the desired control input.
The manipulator control module and vibration suppression module sent command to the KUKA Sunrise Cabinet
with the UDP protocol (500 Hz) and the actuated stage
with the CAN protocol (333 Hz). The state estimation
modules estimated the current configuration of the telescopic mast based on the IMU sensors and sent the calculated values to the vibration suppression module. The
software architecture also included the platform and mast
control modules, which processed the motion control. To
minimize latency problems when transmitting and receiving remote images, a high-performance embedded system was established to obtain images from the cameras
through wired communication using USB 3.0. Moreover,
communication delays were minimized by optimizing the
baud rate, image quality, data frequency, and quality of
images using the ROS-based HTTP streaming service.
3.2. GUI design
Before the evaluation, an eye-tracking experiment was
designed to determine the optimal layout of the GUI. The
human operator received visual feedback through egocentric (i.e., hand-eye camera) and exocentric (i.e., global
camera) views and visualization views in the process of
shared haptic teleoperation, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
The optimized GUI not only improves task performance
but also reduces control effort in an unstructured environment. Therefore, we designed four experimental cases,
and five subjects performed five repeated experiments for
each case. Global views certainly help the subject perform
teleoperation tasks. However, global views are significant
in approaching the target, whereas subjects mainly use the
left and right views during the insertion and pulling-out
stages. In other words, hand-eye cameras are essential for
the clutch and shaft tasks. Therefore, we excluded an ex-

Fig. 7. Software architecture of shared teleportation system.
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Fig. 8. Experimental setup for GUI design. L, R, G, and V denote the views of the left hand-eye camera, right hand-eye
camera, global camera, and visualization, respectively.

Fig. 9. Experimental cases of GUI design.

perimental case that only shows a global view. Three performance metrics were used for the eye-tracking experiments: 1) completion time PCT , 2) the sum of gaze distances PGD , and 3) NASA-TLX-based overall workload
POW . To track the subject’s gaze, Tobii Eye Trackers were
attached to the bottom of each monitor. The gaze movements are tracked by the eye tracker and logged as the
screen coordinates. Moreover, the logged data can be displayed as a heat map, as shown in Fig. 8.
The results of the preliminary experiment for the GUI
layout are shown in Fig. 10. First, the average of each
experimental case for PCT was measured to be 190.419
(±29.545), 179,079 (±25.868), 170.835 (±26.006.545),
and 182,920 (±25.063) s, respectively. Moreover, the
mean PGD was calculated to be 3.886 (±0.842), 3.655
(±0.764), 3.491 (±0.765), and 3.726 (±0.727) m, and
the p-values for PCT and PGD were found to be 0.079
and 0.346, respectively. Therefore, no statistically significant difference was observed between the experimental
cases. However, based on the quantitative results, Case 3
showed the best performance in this study. Furthermore,
the ANOVA analysis results of POW showed that the pvalue was less than 0.001, and the statistical difference

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Experimental results of eye-tracking for the design of graphical user interface. (a) Completion
time. (b) Sum of gaze distance. (c) Overall workload.
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between groups was significant. As a result of Duncan’s
post-hoc analysis, it was classified into four groups, and
Case 3 showed the best performance.
Based on the obtained results, we set Case 3 as the optimal GUI for operating the developed teleoperation system. Excellent performances were obtained in cases 2 and
3 based on the evaluation index. We confirmed that a large
view of the global camera is effective for improving task
performance and reducing control efforts. However, considering the results obtained for Case 4, the visualization
view did not have a significant impact on the developed
shared teleoperation framework. Although the statistical
difference between the groups in PCT and PGD is not significant, we concluded that Case 3 was the optimal condition.
3.3.

Slave perspective

The results of the human-centered experiments and
evaluations are shown in Figs. 11-14 and Tables 2-4.
Fig. 11 shows that a dual-arm robot approaches the shaft
and clutch to perform the desired task. Based on the defined performance metrics, we analyzed the system performance from the perspectives of the slave, master, and
human operators. Fig. 12 and Table 2 show the results
for PCT and PT L . First, it can be seen that, in comparison
with case HT (191.059±57.569 s), PCT decreased slightly
in cases ET (173.646 ± 59.171 s), VF (171.442 ± 47.798
s), and VS (174.235 ± 47.669 s) which indicate the cases

Fig. 11. Experimental scenes of shared teleoperation
framework.
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where the elementary technologies were applied. For example, HT has more completion time than VS because the
vibration suppression control is not applied to HT. Furthermore, when comparing ET and VF with EV, the synergistic effect of elementary technologies showed a further increase in PCT . These results clearly confirm that the
task performance was improved, and the lowest PCT was
observed in the case of ST (129.488 ± 32.870 s), which
denotes the integrated system. Therefore, the best performance was shown in the integrated system where all elements were combined.
The smallest PT L was observed in case VS for the shaft
(0.5881 ± 0.062 m) and clutch tasks (0.4759 ± 0.096 m).
Because vibration suppression control reduces the vibration of the developed system, the slaves can reach the
target point without unnecessary movement. Virtual guidance showed the largest PT L during intuitive teleoperation,
and PT L increased owing to the vibration of the base stage
when vibration suppression control was not applied. In
other words, inaccurate virtual guidance due to excessive
vibration increases unnecessary slave movements by generating an incorrect attractive force. Moreover, for cases
HT (shaft: 0.6927 ± 0.115 m; clutch: 0.5004 ± 0.084 m)
and ET (shaft: 0.7020 ± 0.118 m; clutch: 0.5618 ± 0.132
m), egocentric teleoperation did not significantly affect
PT L . This is because egocentric teleoperation mainly improves the performance of the master and human operator
sides rather than the slave. However, the experimental results indicate a tendency to increase the PT L due to the
axis constraints of egocentric teleoperation. That is, PT L
increases because egocentric teleoperation limits the slave
to 1-DoF or 2-DoF rather than 3-DoF movement. Nevertheless, in the case where PT L decreased, egocentric teleoperation and virtual fixture were applied to the system.
In other words, even if an incorrect virtual fixture generates an undesired attractive force, the constraints of the
DoF by egocentric teleoperation can sufficiently compensate for noise and errors. Furthermore, despite the fact that
the DoFs are limited by egocentric teleoperation, the two
factors exhibit synergies because the slave follows a more
optimal path owing to the virtual fixture.
With regard to PT L for the shaft task, the lowest result was observed when intuitive remote control was performed using vibration suppression control, and when virtual guidance was applied, PT L tended to increase. The
trend in the clutch task was similar to that in the shaft
task, which further confirmed that PT L increased owing
to the inaccurate virtual fixture caused by the vibration.
However, PT L decreased owing to the synergistic effect
of the elementary technologies in EV; a tendency to increase was observed in the ST case, which is an integrated
system. The performance of the integrated system was
demonstrated through the convergence effect of each technological element. In this case, we confirmed that noise
and errors could be synthesized, resulting in amplified
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Fig. 12. Experimental results of performance metrics related to slave.

3.4.

Table 2. Experimental result of slave perspective.
Case
HT
ET
VF
PCT
VS
EV
ST
Total
HT
ET
VF
ft
PTSha
VS
L
EV
ST
Total
HT
ET
VF
PTClutch
VS
L
EV
ST
Total

N
48
48
48
48
48
48
288
48
48
48
48
48
48
288
48
48
48
48
48
48
288

M
191.059
173.646
171.442
174.235
150.825
129.488
165.116
.6927
.7020
.9071
.5881
.6184
.8295
.7230
.5004
.5618
.6826
.4759
.5512
.6941
.5777

SD
57.569
59.171
47.798
47.669
41.705
32.870
52.115
.115
.118
.150
.062
.088
.126
.159
.084
.132
.171
.096
.153
.126
.154

F

P-value

9.507

0.000

56.636

0.000

23.605

0.000

negative effects. These results indicate poor performance
of the integrated system. However, amplification problems
can be sufficiently solved by considering robust control to
compensate for noise and errors. In the case of PIF , the
interaction force Fx never exceeded the force threshold in
any case over the entire experiment. Therefore, the metric
PIF was not covered in this study.

Master perspective

The results for the master side are represented in
Fig. 13 and Table 3. First, for the lowest PPB , remarkable results were obtained in the case of ST (shaft:
3569.979 ± 1407.627; clutch: 5068.500 ± 2443.692).
On comparing cases HT (shaft: 5091.208 ± 2063.644;
clutch: 7738.396 ± 4955.576) and VS (shaft: 4147.438 ±
1241.374; clutch: 7766.79 ± 4440.820), the influence
of vibration suppression control was more dominant
in the shaft task, as compared to the other elementary
technologies. PPB decreased slightly in cases ET (shaft:
4582.688 ± 1741.209; clutch: 7865.167 ± 4352.162) and
VF (shaft: 4592.000 ± 1270.437; clutch: 5476.208 ±
2262.672), which indicates cases in which egocentric
teleoperation and virtual fixture were applied. Conversely,
such a tendency did not appear in the clutch task, in which
the rotation of the manipulator was added. In the clutch
task, the effect of the virtual fixture was more dominant,
and in the case of ET and VS, PPB , tended to increase.
Additionally, ST (shaft: 7656.300 ± 2235.500 mm;
clutch: 6452.794 ± 20347.517 mm) exhibited impressive
results in terms of PMD , indicating that the system developed in this study significantly reduced the operator’s control effort. When comparing cases HT (shaft: 13297.467±
2545.787 mm; clutch: 9581.379 ± 1583.946) and VS
(shaft: 12227.792 ± 1939.251 mm; clutch: 9634.885 ±
2127.084 mm), each of the elementary technologies reduced the value of PMD . However, when these were combined, the performance tended to improve significantly.
For this performance measure, the vibration suppression
control acted dominantly, as shown in Fig. 13.
The results for PSA are shown in Fig. 13 and Table
3. Because the virtual guidance was created based on
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Fig. 13. Experimental results of performance metrics related to master.

Fig. 14. Experimental results of performance metrics related to human operator.
the position error, no significant effect on the performance was observed when comparing cases HT (shaft:
3391.988 ± 926.020◦ ; clutch: 5377.196 ± 800.323◦ ) and
VS (shaft: 3353.263 ± 1009.271◦ ; clutch: 5432.777 ±
1175.514◦ ). However, when egocentric teleoperation and
vibration suppression control are applied to the teleoperation system, PSA tends to decrease. These results indicate
that the human-centered interface and vibration reduction enable human operators to work with relative ease.
More importantly, the results were satisfactory in the case
of ST (shaft: 2207.505 ± 861.404◦ ; clutch: 3365.248 ±
1000.044◦ ).

3.5.

Human operator perspective

Finally, Fig. 14 and Table 4 present the POW results
considering the NASA-TLX performance measures for
human operators. As can be seen from the overall results, when comparing cases HT-VS, egocentric teleoperation, virtual guidance, and vibration suppression control exhibit performance improvement in terms of the operators’ control efforts. Cases EV (34.172 ± 22.238) and
ST (35.711 ± 25.165), in which the respective technologies were integrated, exhibited better results than cases
ET (48.360 ± 27.909), VF (58.643 ± 33.149), and VS
(41.097 ± 25.374). Although this performance measure
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Table 3. Experimental result of master perspective.
Case

Sha f t
PPB

Clutch
PPB

Sha f t
PMD

Clutch
PMD

Sha f t
PSA

Clutch
PSA

HT
ET
VF
VS
EV
ST
Total
HT
ET
VF
VS
EV
ST
Total
HT
ET
VF
VS
EV
ST
Total
HT
ET
VF
VS
EV
ST
Total
HT
ET
VF
VS
EV
ST
Total
HT
ET
VF
VS
EV
ST
Total

N
48
48
48
48
48
48
288
48
48
48
48
48
48
288
48
48
48
48
48
48
288
48
48
48
48
48
48
288
48
48
48
48
48
48
288
48
48
48
48
48
48
288

M
5091.208
4582.688
4592.000
4147.438
3620.479
3569.979
4267.299
7738.396
7865.167
5476.208
7766.792
6553.458
5068.500
6744.754
13297.467
10700.210
9916.558
12227.792
9532.488
7656.300
10555.136
9581.379
8546.296
7050.008
9634.885
8554.398
6452.794
8303.293
3391.988
2712.212
2707.073
3353.263
2592.660
2207.505
2827.450
5377.196
5201.860
3521.740
5432.777
5116.258
3365.248
4669.180

SD
2063.644
1741.209
1270.437
1241.374
1296.061
1407.627
1616.059
4955.576
4352.162
2262.672
4440.820
3897.000
2443.692
3993.922
2545.787
2189.244
3293.876
1939.251
2527.866
2235.500
3079.199
1583.946
1743.578
2553.328
2127.084
2530.815
2037.517
2423.151
926.020
822.820
1070.765
1009.271
890.146
861.404
1017.269
800.323
822.208
1178.871
1175.514
1206.904
1000.044
1355.951

F

P-value

Table 4. Experimental result of human operator perspective.
Case

7.361

0.000
Imd

4.983

0.000
Ipd

31.211

0.000
Itd

18.084

0.000
Ip

11.692

0.000
Ie

40.351

0.000

was subjective because it depended on the participants,
it was a sufficiently meaningful result to indicate a similar trend. Nevertheless, for the remaining metrics (except
frustration), outstanding results were displayed in case
EV, where egocentric teleoperation with virtual guidance
was applied. As mentioned above, this result can be considered an effect of the slight tremor of the base stage.

If

POW

HT
ET
VF
VS
EV
ST
Total
HT
ET
VF
VS
EV
ST
Total
HT
ET
VF
VS
EV
ST
Total
HT
ET
VF
VS
EV
ST
Total
HT
ET
VF
VS
EV
ST
Total
HT
ET
VF
VS
EV
ST
Total
HT
ET
VF
VS
EV
ST
Total

N
48
48
48
48
48
48
288
48
48
48
48
48
48
288
48
48
48
48
48
48
288
48
48
48
48
48
48
288
48
48
48
48
48
48
288
48
48
48
48
48
48
288
48
48
48
48
48
48
288

M
56.563
44.125
52.958
37.625
31.250
32.667
42.531
55.042
41.813
49.688
37.083
30.458
31.354
40.906
56.354
44.729
49.563
37.396
31.708
32.854
42.101
46.625
34.083
44.229
28.792
23.896
26.292
33.986
55.042
42.417
51.250
36.771
30.479
32.375
41.389
48.583
40.229
51.146
33.354
31.063
30.479
39.142
62.804
48.360
58.643
41.097
34.172
35.711
46.798

SD
16.977
17.556
20.402
17.887
16.639
17.026
20.104
19.403
19.679
19.957
15.464
16.272
17.188
20.090
16.332
17.114
20.113
15.878
16.993
16.687
19.302
18.616
15.199
20.201
14.092
12.941
14.213
18.170
18.574
16.695
20.821
16.259
16.056
17.337
19.813
20.462
18.457
22.873
17.685
14.927
20.027
20.777
31.803
27.909
33.149
25.374
22.338
25.165
29.722

F

P-value

16.885

0.000

14.471

0.000

15.547

0.000

16.782

0.000

15.513

0.000

10.596

0.000

8.813

0.000
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Therefore, the integrated system sufficiently improved
operator control efforts. However, the control effort increased because of the fine vibration of the vibrationreduction control. Overall, in terms of control effort, the
elementary technologies of human-centered control and
virtual guidance acted dominantly, and the best results
were observed in the case of EV, where only two technologies were applied.
The weight is given to correct the indexes included in
the POW with different representations. Each subject ascribes different levels of importance to their feelings and
thinking about the task load index; thus, normalized results are expected in the POW . Therefore, weight elicitation affected the experimental results. In this study, the
pairwise comparison method commonly used in NASATLX was used for every dimension pair, followed by the
normalization of weights, reflecting the importance of the
dimensions. However, by presenting the POW statistics and
each index (i.e., Imd , Ipd , Itd , Ip , Ie , I f ), the experimental results biased by the weight can be corrected and analyzed.
Recently, methods for eliciting the weights of dimensions,
such as swing weight, analytical hierarchy process, and
study analysis, have been proposed to address the problems of weighting factors [45–48].
4.

DISCUSSIONS

In these experiments, the performance of the integrated
system was verified and quantitatively evaluated by dividing it into the aspects of the master, slave, and human
operators, which are components of the shared teleoperation system. For all the performance measures, there were
significant differences between the experimental cases,
which were mainly classified into three groups: 1) HT; 2)
cases ET, VF, and VS; and 3) cases EV and ST. These statistical analysis results clearly indicate that the combination of all the technical factors improved the system performance. In addition, most of the performance metrics,
including PCT , PPB , PMV , and PSA , showed the best results
in the ST case, which indicates the integrated system. In
terms of PT L , better results were obtained for VS, where
only virtual guidance was applied. This was attributed to
the introduction of errors and noise when egocentric teleoperation and vibration suppression control were applied
to the teleoperation system, which was considered to increase PT L . For a shared teleoperation framework in which
each elementary technology is more elaborately combined
to construct this system, it is expected that the PT L reduction would be significant. In addition, the superiority of
the integrated system was demonstrated through the results of the control effort, including NASA-TLX. Reducing the control effort yielded considerably critical results,
especially under complex and hazardous environments,
such as nuclear power plants, because the operators working hours are considerably long. Therefore, the proposed
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shared teleoperation framework has superior performance
in terms of improving task performance and reducing control effort.
The egocentric teleoperation module (e.g., work process state, DoF constraint, and active sensitivity) had a
greater influence on control effort than task performance.
The experimental results showed a reduction in all NASATLX indicators. Furthermore, DoF constraints and active
sensitivity had a relatively greater influence on PMD than
on PSA . Because most constraints, work process steps, and
sensitivities were based on the position rather than the rotation angle of the end-effector, they acted more on the
PMD of the master device. When the work process step was
applied, it made the work easier and smoother by reducing the operators’ control effort; this result is evident from
the reduction in PCT . In other words, an improvement in
the aspect of control effort would lead to improvements in
task performance.
In terms of the control effort, the work process and
human-centered interface had a significant influence, and
the results were further improved when the integrated system was utilized. For the NASA-TLX index, case EV
showed the best performance; however, frustration I f in
the integrated system (case ST) was the least significant.
Nevertheless, for this indicator, cases EV and ST were included in the similar group, indicating that there was no
statistically significant difference. If a shared teleoperation system in which all technologies are organically integrated can be established, task performance and control
effort are expected to further improve in terms of remote
situation recognition and remote operation.
In conclusion, we evaluated the performance of the developed elementary technologies and integrated teleoperation systems based on a human-centered experimental design. First, egocentric teleoperation definitely reduced the
completion time of the task and the control effort of human operators. Second, virtual fixture reduced the completion time; however, the movement path of the slave
robot increased due to the divergence of vibration. Nevertheless, from the master and human operator perspective, control efforts and fatigue were clearly reduced. Although this study did not deal with the architecture of
shared teleoperation in detail, considering communication
delay and stability, it is judged that the divergence caused
by vibration can also be reduced. Finally, vibration suppression control does not significantly reduce completion
time. However, it has been confirmed that a precise task
is possible by reducing the vibration of the telescopic
mast, and the movement path of the slave robot is reduced. Moreover, NASA-TLX-based experimental results
indicated that human operators’ fatigue significantly decreased when using vibration suppression control rather
than direct teleoperation. The presented results proved that
the developed system performs better than direct teleoperations. However, this study has limitations that were not
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compared to other teleoperation systems. Nevertheless,
this study is meaningful in evaluating the effectiveness of
the proposed systems for maintenance and repair tasks in
the nuclear power plant environment.
5.

CONCLUSION

In this study, a shared teleoperation system consisting
of egocentric teleoperation, virtual fixture, and vibration
suppression control for high-wrench interaction tasks in
a high ceiling height-environment was introduced to ensure the safety and efficiency of the objective task. The
performance of the integrated system for maintenance
tasks in a nuclear power plant was verified and quantitatively evaluated by dividing it into the master, slave, and
human operators. Six experimental cases, namely haptic teleoperation, egocentric teleoperation, virtual fixture,
vibration suppression, egocentric teleoperation with virtual fixture, and shared teleoperation, and seven performance metrics, namely completion time, trajectory length,
interaction force, pressed button, moved distance, steering angle, and overall workload, were designed for the
human-centered evaluation. Twelve subjects conducted
four repeated trials for each case in an environment imitating a nuclear power plant. Based on the designed performance metrics, the performance of each experimental
case was compared and analyzed. In the experimental results, the developed system incorporating the elementary
technology showed superior performance, as compared to
the conventional teleoperation system. In particular, the
shared teleoperation system showed outstanding performance with a 67.77% reduction in completion time and
a 51.90% reduction in workload compared to direct teleoperation. In other words, through experiments, the developed technologies were verified to be effective in shortening the working time and reducing operator fatigue.
In conclusion, we introduced a human-centered experimental method for evaluating a developed shared teleoperation system and presented our perspectives and opinions by analyzing the experimental results. In the future,
we aim to develop improved control algorithms, such as
advanced virtual guidance that enables more precise teleoperation, to perform experiments in the nuclear environment.
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